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                         Source Demand Routing:
        Packet Format and Forwarding Specification (Version 1).

Status of this Memo

   This memo provides information for the Internet community.  This memo
   does not specify an Internet standard of any kind.  Distribution of
   this memo is unlimited.

1.  Overview

   The purpose of SDRP is to support source-initiated selection of
   routes to complement the route selection provided by existing routing
   protocols for both inter-domain and intra-domain routes. This
   document refers to such source-initiated routes as "SDRP routes".
   This document describes the packet format and forwarding procedure
   for SDRP.  It also describes procedures for ascertaining feasibility
   of SDRP routes.  Other components not described here are routing
   information distribution and route computation.  This portion of the
   protocol may initially be used with manually configured routes. The
   same packet format and processing will be usable with dynamic route
   information distribution and computation methods under development.

   The packet forwarding protocol specified here makes minimal
   assumptions about the distribution and acquisition of routing
   information needed to construct the SDRP routes.  These minimal
   assumptions are believed to be sufficient for the existing Internet.
   Future components of the SDRP protocol will extend capabilities in
   this area and others in a largely backward-compatible manner.

   This version of the packet forwarding protocol sends all packets with
   the complete SDRP route in the SDRP header. Future versions will
   address route setup and other enhancements and optimizations.
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2.  Model of operations

   An Internet can be viewed as a collection of routing domains
   interconnected by means of common subnetworks, and Border Routers
   (BRs) attached to these subnetworks.  A routing domain itself may be
   composed of further subnetworks, routers interconnecting these
   subnetworks, and hosts.  This document assumes that there is some
   type of routing present within the routing domain, but it does not
   assume that this intra-domain routing is coordinated or even
   consistent.

   For the purposes of this discussion, a BR belongs to only one domain.
   A pair of BRs, each belonging to a different domain, but attached to
   a common subnetwork, form an inter-domain connection. By definition,
   packets that traverse multiple domains must traverse BRs of these
   domains.  Note that a single physical router may act as multiple BRs
   for the purposes of this model.

   A pair of domains is said to be adjacent if there is at least one
   pair of BRs, one in each domain, that form an inter-domain
   connection.

   Each domain has a globally unique identifier, called a Domain
   Identifier (DI). All the BRs within a domain need to know the DI
   assigned to the domain.  Management of the DI space is outside the
   scope of this document.  This document assumes that Autonomous System
   (AS) numbers are used as DIs.  A domain path (or simply path) refers
   to a list of DIs such as might be taken from a BGP AS path [1, 2, 3]
   or an IDRP RD path [4].  We refer to a route as the combination of a
   network address and domain paths. The network addresses are
   represented by NLRI (Network Layer Reachability Information) as
   described in [3].

   This document assumes that the routing domains are congruent to the
   autonomous systems. Thus, within the content of this document, the
   terms autonomous system and routing domain can be used
   interchangeably.

   An application residing at a source host inside a domain,
   communicates with a destination host at another domain.  An
   intermediate router in the path from the source host to the
   destination host may decide to forward the packet using SDRP.  It can
   do this by encapsulating the entire IP packet from the source host in
   an SDRP packet.  The router that does this encapsulation is called
   the "encapsulating router."
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   2.1 SDRP routes

      A component in an SDRP route is either a DI (AS number) or an IP
      address.  Thus, an SDRP route is defined as a sequence of domains
      and routers, syntactically expressed as a sequence of DIs and IP
      addresses.  Thus an SDRP route is a collection of source routed
      hops.

      Each component of the SDRP route is called a "hop."  The packet
      traverses each component of the SDRP route exactly once.  When a
      router corresponding to one of the components of the SDRP route
      receives the packet from a router corresponding to the previous
      component of the SDRP route, the router will process the packet
      according to the SDRP forwarding rules in this packet.  The next
      component of the SDRP route that this router will forward the
      packet to, is called the "next hop," with respect to this router
      and component of the SDRP route.

      An SDRP hop can either be a "strict" source routed hop, or a
      "loose" source routed hop.  A strict source route hop is one in
      which, if the next hop specified is a DI, refers to an immediately
      adjacent domain, and the packet will be forwarded directly to a
      route within the domain; if the next hop specified is an IP
      address, refers to an immediately adjacent router on a common
      subnetwork.  Any other kind of a source route hop is a loose
      source route hop.

      A route is a "strict source route" if the current hop being
      executed is processed as a strict source route hop.  Likewise, a
      route is a "loose source route" if the current hop being executed
      is processed as a loose source route hop.

      It is assumed that each BR participates in the intra-domain
      routing protocol(s) (IGPs) of the domain to which the BR belongs.
      Thus, a BR may forward a packet to any other BR in its own domain
      using intra-domain routing procedures.  Forwarding a packet
      between two BRs that form an inter-domain connection requires
      neither intra-domain nor the inter-domain routing procedures (an
      inter-domain connection is a common Layer 2 subnetwork).

      It is also assumed that all routers participate in the intra-
      domain routing protocol(s) (IGPs) of the domain to which they
      belong.

      While SDRP does not require that all domains have a common network
      layer protocol, all the BRs in the domains along a given SDRP
      route are required to support a common network layer.  This
      document specifies SDRP operations when that common network layer
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      protocol is IP ([5]).

      While this document requires all the BRs to support IP, the
      document does not preclude a BR from additionally supporting other
      network layer protocols as well (e.g., CLNP, IPX, AppleTalk).  If
      a BR supports multiple network layers, then for the purposes of
      this model, the BR must maintain multiple Forwarding Information
      Bases (FIBs), one per network layer.

   2.2 SDRP encapsulation

      Forwarding an IP packet along an SDRP route is accomplished by
      encapsulating the entire packet in an SDRP packet.  An SDRP packet
      consists of the SDRP header followed by the SDRP data.  The SDRP
      header carries the SDRP route constructed by the domain that
      originated the SDRP packet.  The SDRP data carries the original
      packet that the source domain decided to forward via SDRP.

      An SDRP packet is carried across domains as the data portion of an
      IP packet with protocol number 42.

      This document refers to the IP header of a packet that carries an
      SDRP packet as the delivery IP header (or just the delivery
      header).  This document refers to the packet carried as SDRP data
      s the payload packet, and the IP header of the payload packet is
      the payload header.

      Thus, an SDRP Packet can be represented as follows:

                +-------------------+--------------+-------------------
                | Delivery header   |  SDRP header |  SDRP data
                |    (IP header)    |              | (Payload packet)
                +-------------------+--------------+--------------------

      Each SDRP route may have an MTU associated with it. An MTU of an
      SDRP route is defined as the maximum length of the payload packet
      that can be carried without fragmentation of an SDRP packet.  This
      means that the SDRP MTU as seen by the transport layer and
      applications above the transport layer is the actual link MTU less
      the length of the Delivery and SDRP headers.  Procedures for MTU
      discovery are specified in Section 9.

   2.3 D-FIB

      It is assumed that a BR participates in either BGP or IDRP.  A BR
      participating in SDRP augments its FIBs with a D-FIB that contains
      routes to domains.  A route to a domain is a triplet <DI, Next-
      Hop, NLRI>, where DI depicts a destination domain, Next-Hop
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      depicts the IP address of the next-hop BR, and NLRI depicts the
      set of reachable destinations within the destination domain.  D-
      FIBs are constructed based on the information obtained from either
      BGP, IDRP, or configuration information.

      An SDRP packet is forwarded across multiple domains by utilizing
      the forwarding databases (both FIBs and D-FIBs) maintained by the
      BRs.

      The operational status of SDRP routes is monitored via passive
      (Error Reporting) and active (Route Probing) mechanisms. The Error
      Reporting mechanism provides the originator of the SDRP route with
      a failure notification.  The Probing mechanism provides the
      originator of the SDRP route with confirmation of a route’s
      feasibility.

3.  SDRP Packet format

   The total length of an SDRP packet (header plus data) can be
   determined from the information carried in the delivery IP header.
   The length of the payload packet can be determined from the total
   length of an SDRP packet and the length of its SDRP Header.

   The following describes the format of an SDRP packet.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      | Ver |D|S|P|   |   Hop Count   |SourceProtoType|  Payload Type |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                   Source Route Identifier                     |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                         Target Router                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                            Prefix                             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |  PrefixLength |  Notification |SrcRouteLength |   NextHopPtr  |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                Source Route ...
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                Payload ....
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Version and Flags  (1 octet)

      The SDRP version number and control flags are coded in the first
      octet.  Bit 0 is the most significant bit, bit 7 is the least
      significant bit.
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